RENAISSANCE HIGH SCHOOL
REMIND CODES

Class of 2024 Parent Remind Codes

- Class of 2024 students last name A – L
  - Text @24rhal to 81010
- Class of 2024 students last name M – Z
  - Text @24rhsmz to 81010

Class of 2025 Parent Remind Codes

- Class of 2025 students last name A – L
  - Text @25rhal to 81010
- Class of 2025 students last name M – Z
  - Text @25rhsmz to 81010

Class of 2026 Parent Remind Codes

- Class of 2026 students last name A – L
  - Text @26rhal to 81010
- Class of 2026 students last name M – Z
  - Text @26rhsmz to 81010

Class of 2027 Parent Remind Codes

- Class of 2027 students last name A – L
  - Text @27rhal to 81010
- Class of 2027 students last name M – Z
  - Text @27rhsmz to 81010

Students Rise. We all Rise
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